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Pleased to meet you! 
 

I’m Stefanie, the owner and primary photographer of Ava Maria Photography. I am so thrilled that 

you have made the initial inquiry with us. Here, you will be able to learn a little bit more about our 

studio and what we value most, clients just like you. 

We have been photographing weddings for about three years now, and have documented nearly 

50. Each one has really helped us grow and develop to where we are today. We are a hybrid 

photography studio; which means we shoot in both film & digital medium. You will receive the 

best of both worlds; the timeless look of film & speed/reliability of digital. We also utilize the 

latest digital editing software to maintain a consistent look for both film & digital. It would be an 

honor to play a part in making this special time in your life a joyful experience.  

I am looking forward to meeting with you and your fiancé!  

Stefanie McIntire, Photographer | Owner  
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Pronghorn Resort | Bend  
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“Working with Stefanie for my engagement shoot and wedding day was such a pleasure. She 

was prompt, prepared and professional. Stefanie was able to capture our family’s emotions and 

personalities in every shot. She helped to create a comfortable and stress-free atmosphere 

throughout both days. I am beyond happy with the final product. I would highly recommend 

her. Thank you Stefanie for capturing our day so beautifully!” 

Carla & Rick 

 “Wedding pictures are something you will treasure for the rest of your life. You want them to be 

natural, beautiful and a true representation of who you both are. Having Stefanie photograph 

our wedding allowed us to have just that. Working with Stefanie was such a pleasurable 

experience, she made my husband and I feel relaxed and confident in front of the camera and 

joined in on the fun when we wanted some silly family snaps. Whilst her professionalism is 

second to none, it felt like having a friend capture moments of our special day. Stefanie has 

given us such stunning memories of our day and we couldn't be happier with our choice!” 

Kiah & Chase 

“We chose Ava Maria Photography to capture the special moments of our very special day. It 

couldn’t have been a better choice on our part. Not only was she reasonably priced, she has a 

great eye. Our photos turned out absolutely stunning! I haven’t been able to pick out a favorite 

because I love them all. She was so accommodating to our wants and needs. I will appreciate her 

every time I look back on the best day of our lives.” 

Lauren & Robert 

 

“I can start off by saying that Stefanie is absolutely amazing at what she does. Stefanie 

photographed my wedding and it went extremely smooth. I have a huge family and getting all of 

us together for family pictures is hard, but she did it so well. She is very organized and knows 

exactly where, when and how to get the best photos. Stefanie is a great person to be around as 

well, I wouldn't have wanted anyone else to document our special day.” 

Victoria & Bo 
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Lewis & Clark College | Portland 
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Elks Lodge | Medford  
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Collection 1 

Engagement Session 

12 hour Wedding Day Coverage 

Second Photographer & Assistant  

9 Months of Online Presentation Gallery  

1 year of Cloud Backup of Wedding Images 

High Resolution JPG Images on thumb Drive 

1 - Custom Hand Made Luxury 11x14 40 Pg. Handmade Wedding Album  

Approx. 200 4x6 Prints in Custom Hand Made Presentation Box 

$4,580 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pronghorn Resort | Bend  
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Collection 2 

(Most Popular) 

Engagement Session 

8 hour Wedding Day Coverage 

Second Photographer 

9 Months of Online Presentation Gallery 

1 year of Cloud Backup of Wedding Images 

High Resolution Images on thumb Drive 

1 - Custom Hand Made Luxury 11x14 30 Pg. Handmade Wedding Album 

Approx. 100 4x6 Prints in Custom Hand Made Presentation Box 

$3,800 
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Ashland Springs Hotel | Ashland 
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Collection 3 

Engagement Session 

6 hour Wedding Day Coverage 

Second Photographer 

9 Months of Online Presentation Gallery 

1 year of Cloud Backup of Wedding Images 

High Resolution Images on thumb Drive 

$300 Credit Toward Album Purchase 

Approx. 100 4x6 Prints in Custom Hand Made Presentation Box 

$3,225 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Langdon Farms | Aurora  
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 Collection 4 

4 hour Wedding Day Coverage 

Second Photographer 

9 Months of Online Presentation Gallery 

1 year of Cloud Backup of Wedding Images 

High Resolution Images on thumb Drive 

$300 Credit Toward Album Purchase 

Approx. 50 4x6 Prints in Custom Hand Made Presentation Box 

$2,700 
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A La Carte 

Basic 6 hour coverage with high resolution images  $ 2,300
Engagement session with high resolution images  $    425 

Full set of 4x5 prints from wedding day $    500 

Duplicate USB Drive  $    100 

Extra Hour of Coverage (before event) $    300 

Extra Hour of Coverage (day of event) $    450 

 
 
 

Prints & Albums 

 

4x6 $3  Fine Art Album | 20 page  11x14  $ 1,000

5x7 $5  30 pages, 11x14   $ 1,500

8x10 $7  40 pages, 11x14      $ 2,000

11x14       $10  Parent Album    |  20 pages 10x10  $    750 

16x20       $25                   Each Additional Page             $      50 
**Contact us for full list of available products** 

Reservation  

25% retainer & executed contract required to reserve date.  

 

Destination Weddings  
Please contact us for a customized quote.  


